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STD : IV
Q 1.

MM: 30

Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct option.

(2)

a) The Bottom most point on the Earth’s surface is called__________________________.
(North Pole / South Pole)
b) Antarctica is also known as _____________________ continent.
(dark / white)
c) The Arctic Circle is written as _______________.
( 66 ½ o S / 66 ½ o N)
d)

_________________ocean is the smallest ocean .
( Pacific / Arctic )

Q 2. Match the following.

(2)

Column A

Column B

a) Europe

Southern ocean

b) longitude

peninsula

c) Antarctic ocean

prime meridian

d) Australia

dark continent
Island continent

Q 3. Write if the statement is True or False .

(2)

a) The earth rotates on its axis from east to west.
b) The largest continent is Asia.
c) Atlantic ocean lies between Europe and Asia.
d) Autumn Equinox occurs on 21st September every year .
Q 4. Define the following .
a) Orbit
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(3)
b) Ocean
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Q 5 . Name the following.

(6)

a) Deepest ocean
b) The movement of the earth on its axis around the sun
c) Large landmasses on earth are known as
d) Ocean which lies to the south of India
e) The longest latitude
f) A small model of the earth
Q 6 . Answer the following.

(8)

a) Write a short note on ‘Movements of the earth’.
b) What are latitudes and longitudes ?
c) Explain what causes day and night ?
d) Differentiate between Summer Solstice and Winter Solstice . (2 points)
Q 7 . Think and answer.

(3)

a) The earth is the only planet that supports life. Keeping this in mind, do you think we take good
care of our planet? What steps will you take to reduce usage of plastic in your day to day life
to support “No plastic mission” ? ( Any 2 points)
Q 8. Draw and label the following diagram.

(2)

a) Important latitudes
Q 9. Mark the following on the map provided.

(2)

a) South America
b) Southern Ocean
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